
The bugatti name evokes immediate connotations of quality, simplicity, authenticity, and a relaxed,

urban lifestyle. 

These same standards of high quality and timeless style were what guided Friedrich W. Brinkmann

when he launched the bugatti fashion brand in 1947. bugatti Holding Brinkmann, based in Herford,

belongs to one of the biggest apparel makers in Germany and presents fashion for the here and now.

The first item of clothing, still considered as an “it” piece today, is the City Coat, which was designed

for  life’s  challenges.  Made  without  avant-garde  flourishes,  the  City  Coat  is  urban,  casual,  and

uncomplicated.  These outfits  embrace the total  look – casual and easy,  with fashionable details,

functional and sustainable. The collections embody these values together with the vigor fitting with

the spirit of our times. Now, bugatti is bringing that same spirit into the world of fragrance, creating a

new dimension in the brand experience. 

“We are delighted to be opening a new chapter in the bugatti product world with Luxess GmbH. A

fragrance is the perfect addition to the bugatti brand portfolio,” says Julius Brinkmann, managing

partner of bugatti Holding Brinkmann. 

Your fragrance for any occasion. From business meetings to appointments at the bank or dinner at

your  favorite  Italian  restaurant.  A  perfect  fit  for  your  style,  the  bugatti  fragrances  offer  three

different takes for the perfect finishing touch for any outfit. From elegant to sporty and from fresh

and fruity to aromatic, bugatti has the right fragrance for any occasion. 

You’re free to focus on what really matters, since you know you’re always in good hands with bugatti

fragrances. Relax and rest assured that your style will strike just the right note with a fragrance that

lasts and carries you perfectly through all occasions.    



The three fragrances from bugatti

bugatti signature blue 

This sporty maritime eau de toilette starts with an

aquatic  head  note,  accompanied  by  lively  citrusy

notes  of  bergamot  and  grapefruit.  This  sense  of

lightness and freedom is completed by the scent of

sweet  fig.  In  the  heart  note,  the green accents  of

violet leaf combine with the dark, sweet and earthy

note of patchouli to form a single perfect whole. The

bouquet  is  accentuated  by  black  pepper,  which

brings  all  the  other  elements  together  perfectly.

Animal-like notes lend this fragrance masculinity and depth. The warm, light scent of vanilla from

tonka bean and the sweet note of aromatic saffron combine with the balsamic, mystical scent of

incense for a powerful base note finish. These intense herbal, earthy nuances harmonize with the

bright freshness of citrus fruits, combined with a hint of sensuous elegance.



bugatti signature black 

This  urban  fragrance  type  is  perfect  for  all

occasions.  The eau de toilette  is  part  of  the

aromatic,  Oriental,  herbal  fragrance  family.

The experience opens with the fresh note of

bergamot  and  the  spiciness  of  black  pepper

enveloping the senses,  creating a hint of the

exotic.  The  heart  note  of  this  fragrance

consists of warm, slightly woody cedar wood

and intensely  fresh,  herbal  sage,  creating  an

aura of self-confident elegance. The fragrance

finishes with notes of slightly woody, vanilla-scented tonka bean, warm and dry amber, and sweetly

stimulating cacao. This composition lends a lasting presence.



bugatti signature grey

The signature grey fragrance is striking

for  its  fresh  and  uncomplicated  style.

The head note is a combination of spicy

pink pepper and fresh citrusy bergamot,

for  sympathetically  captivating  appeal.

The  heart  note  focuses  on  masculine

woody  nuances.  The  gentle  masculine

hint  of  leather  combines  with  the

bittersweet scent of vetiver, conveying

depth  and  an  enduring  quality.

Honeysuckle, elemi wood and oud lend

a captivating, appealing warm note. The long-lasting base note combines the herbal, earthy scent of

patchouli with the sweet weight of cacao. Amber and moss provide a warm, dark component. bugatti

grey is  part  of  the woody aromatic  amber fragrance family.  Like blue and black,  it  is  an eau de

toilette.



Bottle Design

The design reflects the modern, functional and high-quality style of the bugatti fashion brand. The

glass  bottle and metal  spray head form a single  nearly  seamless unit.  A high-quality  push spray

button with stamped bugatti logo at the head is another high-end touch. The rounding on the bottle

makes  it  a  good fit  for  the  hand and  conveys  masculine  elegance.  Each  of  the  three  fragrance

signatures forges a direct link with the specific fragrance world.
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